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1. INTR~DECTI~N 
The object of this paper is to consider the following two questions of 
Fuchs ([I], Problems 50 and 86): 
(i) What arc those Abelian groups in which every endomorphic image 
is a direct summand ?l 
(ii) What are those Abelian groups for which the full endomorphism 
ring G(G) is regular ? 
If  a group2 G satisfies (i), we say that G has the property (I’). We first 
characterise those groups in which every endomorphic image is pure (neatj. 
Next we construct an example3 to show that if G is a pure subgroup of a 
complete direct sum of elementary p-groups, then G need not have (I’) 
and this answers negatively a question by Kern% and Szele [3]. Abelian 
groups G for which G, is elementary and G/Gt is divisible, seem to possess 
many interesting properties which we investigate in some detail. This 
enables us to obtain conditions under which a group G will have the prop- 
erty (P). A result that is perhaps of interest in itself is that, for any group Gz 
b(G) is regular if and only if the image and also the kernel of every endomor- 
phism of G are direct summands of G. From this we deduce that if G is not 
reduced, then b(G) is regular if and only if G is the direct sum of a torsion- 
free divisible group and an elementary group. This helps us to show that 
if G is the additive group of a regular ring R, then t?(G) need not be regular. 
-- 
* This work was done when the author was a Visiting Fellow at the Institux of 
Advanced Studies, Australian National University, Canberra. 
1 This question was first posed by Kert6sz and Szele [3]. 
2 Throughout this paper, the word “group” means an “Abelian group.” 
3 This counterexample is due to Professor Graham Higman. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the general notation and standard results, we refer to the monograph 
by Fuchs [I]. For any subgroup _J of G, a subgroup B maximal with respect 
to the property A n B = 0, is said to be d-high. Letp be a prime. G is said 
to be p-divisible if pG = G. A group G is said to be co-torsion if G is reduced 
and Ext (X, G) = 0 for every torsion-free group X. For the properties of 
co-torsion groups we refer to [2]. For any element a of a group G, h,(a) 
denotes the height of a at the prime p. An associative ring R is said to be 
regular if to each a E R there exists x E R such that n,ya = a. Every group 
G = D @ R where D is divisible and R is reduced. R is called a reduced 
component of G. 
3. GROUPS WITH PURE ENDOMORPHIC IMAGES 
First we characterise all Abelian groups in which every endomorphic 
image is pure (neat). 
THEOREM 1. Let H be any Abeliarf group. Then the following properties 
are equivalent : 
(i) Every endomorphic image of H is pure in H. 
(ii) Every endomorphic image of H is neat in H. 
(iii) For each prime p, relevant to a reduced component of H, H = H, @ pH; 
ifp is otherwise, then H = PH. 
(iv) H = D @ G where (a) D is d ivisible, (b) G is reduced u+th G, elemen- 
taTy rind G/G, divisible, and (c) D, = 0 whenever p is relevant to G. 
Proof. Clearly (i) implies (ii). 
Assume (ii). Let H = D @ G, D divisible and G reduced. Now pG is an 
endomorphic image of H, so that it is neat in G and hence is p-divisible. This 
implies that p(G,) is divisible;and since G, is reduced, we obtain that G, is 
p-elementary. Further, G, is neat in G and so G, is a summand of G; 
G = G, @ C. Now C is isomorphic to pG and hence is p-divisible. Then 
pG = {pG, , PC} = pC = C. Thus G = pG @ G, . This implies that 
H = pH @ G, . I f  H has a summand of the type C(pm), then a cyclic sum- 
mand C(p) of G, can be mapped onto the socle of C(pm) under a suitable 
endomorphism 01 of H such that Hoi = C(p) 01 and, clearly, Hoi cannot be 
neat in H. Hence H, is reduced and H, = G, . Thus H = pH @ H, for 
each p relevant to G. If  p is not relevant to G, it is clear that pG = G and 
hence pH = H. This proves (iii). 
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Assume (iii), Let H = D @ G, where D is divisible and G is reduced. 
We need only to show that G, is elementary and G/G, is divisible. Now for 
each prime p, G = pG @ G, and so G = (pG, G,) = (pG, G,). That is, 
G/Gt is divisible. Also, it is clear that G, [and hence G,) is elementary. This 
proves (iv). 
Assume (iv). Let H = D 0 G. Let S = Ha, where 01 is an endomorphism 
of H. Let S == D, @ Gr , D, divisible and G, reduc.ed. Now G, can be obtain- 
ed as a (reduced) homomorphic image of G and it is easy to verify that 
(GI)t is elementary and G,/(G,), is divisible. Further, every prime relevant 
to Gr is relevant to G also. Hence (GI)t n D = 0. Since the reduced compo- 
nent of H, is elementary, (Gr)t is pure in H. Also GI/(GJt is divisible so that 
G, (and hence S) is pure in H. This implies (L) and the proof is complete. 
4. ABELIAN GROUPS WITH PROPERTY (P) 
We shall now consider abelian groups possessing the property (6-‘). I f  G 
is reduced and has the property (P), then, by Theorem 1, G, must be elemen- 
tary and G,IG, divisible. KertCsz and Szele [3] asked if the converse also is 
true. The foILowing example shows that this is not so. This example is due 
to Professor Graham Higman. Note that if G is reduced with G, elementary 
and G/G, divisible, then G is a pure subgroup of the complete direct sum of 
the elementary p-groups G, . 
EXAMPLE. Let I7 = CpeP * E, and Z = C Ep , where P is the set of all 
primes and E, is the additive group of integers module p. Let 
P=P,uP,u-*-vP,*~* be an infinite partition of P into disjoint subsets 
Pi , where each Pi is itself infinite. Let V = II/Z. Then Y is a vector space 
over the field of rational numbers. Consider a mapping u of .lIl into itself 
defined by (..., gn ,...) 01 = (..., x,g, ,...) where x, = i, if p E Pi . Then 
(..., g, ,... > oin = (..., x,“g, ,... > and, in general, iff(a) is an integral poly- 
nomial in 01, then < . . . . g, ,... >f(r~) = < . . . . f[x,) gs ,... ). Clearly a is an 
endomorph&m of 17 and induces an endomorphism of i’ (which we shall 
denote by the same x). Let <l, I,..., l,...) = u. Now, for any nonzero 
integral polynomial f(a), u *f(a) # 2. For, if u .f(~) E Z thenf(x,) * 1 = 0 
(mod p) for almost all primes p; i.e., f(i) = 0 (mod p) for an infinite number 
of i and this is possible only if f  is the zero-polynomial. Hence, if ZZ = u -+ 2 
the above remark will imply that the set S = [z@], n = 0, 1,2,... is an inde- 
pendent subset of V. Let V, be the subspace generated by S and FZ = VQX 
Then V, is a subspace of V, and V, # I/; since Q 6 V, . Let G,/Z = VI 
and Ga/.Z = Va . Since VI is divisible, GI is a pure subgroup of II. NOW 
G, = G,E. But G, cannot be a summand of GI , since G, is reduced while 
GJG, is divisible. 
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5. PRODUCT OF ELEMENTARY?-GROUPS AND THEIR PURE SUBGROUPS 
Our next problem is to find out which pure subgroups of a complete 
direct sum of elementary p-groups possess the property (P). To this end, we 
first investigate some of the properties of complete direct sum of elementary 
p-groups and their pure subgroups. 
Let P denote a complete direct sum of elementary p-groups; P = x* E, 
where E, is p-elementary and p ranges over a set of primes. Clearly .Z! = 2 E, 
is the torsion part of P. Let 7 be the n-adic topology on P defined by taking 
[nP], n = 1, 2,... as a basis of neighbourhoods of 0. Since nz=, nP = 0, 
7 is Hausdorff. Now P is co-torsion and is without elements of infinite height 
so that P is algebraic compact. Hence P is complete under the n-adic metric, 
Since P/Z is divisible, P is adjusted cotorsion and hence has no torsion-free 
summands. We prove something more. 
PROPOSITION 1. P has no nonzero torssion-free cotorsion subgroups. 
Proof. I f  possible, let S be a torsion-free cotorsion subgroup of P. Then 
G = P/S is also cotorsion. Now Zis isomorphic to .Z’ = {Z, S}jS which is, 
therefore, contained in G[p]. Clearly, G/Z’ is divisible. This implies that 
G,/Z’ [and hence for each prime p, GJZ;] is divisible. But 2; _C GCp] so 
that G,/G[p] and hence pG, (which is g G,/GCp]) is divisible. Since G, is 
reduced it follows that G, = 2; . Thus G, is elementary. Now, the natural 
map 01 of P to G is (1 - 1) on Z. An easy computation, using the fact that G, 
is elementary, shows that kernel of 01 is zero, i.e., S = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let S be a subgroup of P. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) S is a direct summand of P; 
(ii) S is co-torsion (algebraically compact); 
(iii) S is closed in P under the n-adic topology 7. 
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii). 
Let S be co-torsion. If  S is the closure of S under 7, then S/S is divisible. 
But P/S is reduced and hence S/S = 0; that is, S is closed. Conversely, if S is 
closed? P/S is reduced and hence S is co-torsion. Thus (ii) is equivalent to (iii). 
Assume (iii). Let S be closed. Then S is co-torsion. Now? S is adjusted, 
since a torsion-free summand of S will be a torsion-free co-torsion subgroup 
of P and so is zero, by Proposition 1. In particular, S/St is divisible and hence 
S = (St). Let R = C* S, . Since each S, is a direct summand of Zp, R is 
a summand of P. Thus R is co-torsion and hence is closed. Also R/St = R/R, 
is divisible. Thus S = (K) = R; i.e., S is a summand of P. This proves (i). 
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COROLLARY 1. The kernel end the image of every endomorph&n of P are 
direct armmands of P. 
Remark. One may note that if A and B are closed, then A n B = 0 
if and only if A, n 3, = 0. If  S is a pure subgroup of P, then 
S = (z) (note that P cannot possess a nonzero torsion-free pure subgroup). 
Moreover, two disjoint pure subgroups can be expanded to complementary 
summands of P. 
COROLLARY 2. The direct summands of P form a sublattice of the lattice 
of subgroups of P. 
Proof. Let A and B be two summands of P. Then D = A n B is closed 
and hence is a smnrnand of P. (In fact, intersection of any number of sum- 
mands is again a summand of P). Let C = (A, B). Now, C/D = A/D @ B/D. 
Also P/D, being isomorphic to a summand of P, is itself a complete direct 
sum of elementary p-groups. Since A/D and B/D are disjoint summands 
of P/D, they can be expanded to compIementary summands of P/D. Hence 
C/D itself is a summand of P/D. This implies that C itself is a summand of P. 
Let G be a pure subgroup of P containing 2. Then the n-adic topology of G 
coincides with the topology induced in G by the n-adic topology of P. In 
fact, P is the completion of G. Since G 2 2, G n S is pure in G, whenever S 
is pure in P. We note the following: 
(i) G has no nonzero torsion-free pure subgroups. 
(ii) Every closed subgroup of G is pure in G. 
(iii) I f  S is a closed (or pure) subgroup and is nonzero, then S, + 0. If  
further, S is not torsion, then St is infinite. I f  A and B are pure in G and 
A n B = 0, then A n I? = 0. 
(iv) I f  H is a reduced homomorphic image of G, then H, is elementary 
and H/H, is divisible. 
(v) If  S is pure in G, R C G and R is a homomorphic image of S, then 
R is pure in G. 
(vi) Every endomorphism of G can be uniquely extended to an endo- 
morphism of P. 
(vii) The pure subgroups of G form a complete sublattice of the lattice 
of subgroups of G. 
To prove (vii), let S,& (A E A) be an arbitrary family of pure subgroups of G. 
Let I = n S, and J = n s, . Then J is closed and so is pure in G. Let 
n.r=aEIwhere xEJ. By the purity of SA, nx==z.~,,, a,ES1. Then 
x-a,~(SJ~=(S~)~sothatx~S,,. Hence x E n Sk = I. Tiius I is pure 
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in J and hence in G. Let now A = (..., Sx ,... > and n E A. Then 
a = a, + a2 + *a* a, , where ai E S>, . Since S,./(S,.>, is divisible for each i, 
ai is divisible by p modulo (SxJt &d so a is’ divisible by p module A, . 
That is, A/A, is divisible and hence A is pure in G. 
PROPOSITION 3. The kernel and the image of every endomorph& of a group 
G are pure (neat) in G if and only if G, is elementary and G/G, fi divisible. 
Proof. I f  G has the given property (by Theorem 1) G = D @I;), D 
divisible, R reduced, with R,-elementary, RIRt divisible, and D, = 0, 
whenever p is relevant to R. Now for any prime p, G cannot contain a sum- 
mand of the type C(p”“), since one can find an endomorphism of C(P~) whose 
kernel is not pure in C(p”“). Hence G, is elementary and G/G, is divisible. 
Conversely, let G = D OR, D torsion-free, divisible, R reduced, R, 
elementary, and R/R6 divisible. Let 01 be an endomorphism of G with kernel 
K. In view of Theorem 1, we need only to show that K is pure in G. Now 
k-n D is the kernel of 01 ID.4 Since Da is torsion-free, K n D is pure in D 
and hence is divisible. Let K = D, @ RI where D, = K n D. Expand RI 
to a complement R of D in G so that RI = kernel 011 R. Let Rol = D* @ R*, 
D* being the divisible part of Rol. Clearly D* = RI/R, where & is the closure 
of RI under the. n-adic topology in R. But D* is torsion-free, so that RI is 
pure in &. But 17, is pure in R and hence we get that RI is pure in G. This 
implies that K = Dl @ R, is pure in G. 
Let 9? be the class of all groups G with G, elementary and G/G, divisible. 
V can be made a category by defining maps (we call them Q-maps) between 
any two members A, B of $7 to be the homomorphisms whose kernel and 
image are pure (respectively in A and B). I f  rrZ, B belong to %, our earlier 
investigation shows that every homomorphism from A to B is a V-map. 
Hence if Horny: (A, B) denotes the set of all %-maps from A to B, we see 
that Home (A, B) = Horn (A, B). An exact sequence A ft B -S C, where 
A, B, C E V is a W-exact sequence if f and g are g-maps. Then, for A, B E %?, 
one can define a g-extension of A by B, to be the short %-exact sequence 
0 -+ A -+ X -+ B -+ 0 for a suitable group X. Clearly X E %?. If  Extg (B, A) 
be the collection of all V-extensions of A by B, one sees that ExtV (B, A) 
is just Pext (B, A). Hence if A, B, C, X are members of V it is easy to see 
that the Q-exact sequence 0 -+ .4 -+ B -+ C + 0 yields the following exact 
sequences: 
0 -+ HomV (X, A) --+ HomW (X, B) -+ Home (X, C) 
-+ Ext, (X, A) -+ Exte (X, B) -+ Exk (X, C) + 0 
4 a 1 D denotes the restriction of 01 to the subgroup D. 
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and 
0 -+ HomV (C, X) -+ Horn% (B, X) -+ Hoq (A, X) 
-+ Exk (C, X) + ExtV (23, X) -+ Ext, (A, X} -+ 0. 
One can define the %7-injectives in the usual manner. It can then be verified 
that a group G E %Z is %-injective if and only if G = D @ R where D is 
(torsion-free) divisible and R is a complete direct sum of elementaryp-groups. 
(One has just to note that these are the only algebraic compact groups belong- 
ing to %?). V possesses enough V-injectives. Every group G E VZ can be 
imbedded in a % injective group I.In fact I can be taken as the completion of G 
under the n-adic metric and, in this case, lis the (unique) V-injective hull of G. 
Analogously, one may define a %-projective group. It is easy to verify that 
X E V is %-projective if and only if Ext, (X, T) = 0 for every torsion 
group T E V. If  G is elementary, i.e., a finite direct sum of elementary 
p-groups, then one can show that G is g-projective. Also, if X E 5% and is 
%-projective, then X is reduced. I conjecture that the converse is also true. 
This is equivalent to showing that, if G is a reduced group E %7 and S is a 
closed torsion subgroup of G, then S is a summand of G. If  this is true, then 
one can show that a reduced group G will have (P) if and only if b(G) is 
regular. 
6. FINDING GENERAL AND REDUCED GROUPS WITH PROPERTY (P) 
We shall first reduce the problem of finding the general groups with (P) 
to that of determining the reduced groups with (P). 
THEOREM 2. Agroup Hwillhave(P)zjCar~donly ifH = D @ G, where D 
is divisible, G is reduced with the property (P), and G, = H, whemzjer G, + 0. 
Proof. Let H possess (P). Then clearly G has (P) and, by Theorem 1, 
D, = 0 whenever p is relevant to G; i.e., G, = H, whenever G, f:  0. 
Conversely, let G possess (P) and the stated conditions be satisfied in H. 
Let a! be an endomorphism of H and S = Her. Let S = D, @ R, where D,, 
is the divisible part of S. Now R, can be obtained as a reduced homomorphic 
image of G. Hence (R,), is elementary and RJR,), is divisible. It follows 
that R, is pure in Hand (RI)’ = 0. This implies that D n R, = 0 and hence 
R, can be expanded to a complementary summand e of D in H; H = D @ G, 
e 2 R, . Since t? is isomorphic to G, Rl can be obtained as an endomorphic 
image of e and, since G possesses (P), R, is a summand of e. This implies 
that S = D, @ R, is a summand of H. Thus H has the property (P)- 
We shall now consider reduced groups with {P). 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be reduced. G has the propwty (P) if and only if G, 
is elementary, G/GQ is divisible, and, for every endomorphic image S, there 
exists a?1 S-high. subgroup R such that if a E S and h,(a) = 0 then h,(a + x) = 0 
for every x in R. 
Proof. Let G possess (P). In particular, every endomorphic image of G 
is pure in G and hence by Theorem 1, G, is elementary and G/G, is divisible. 
LetS=Gol.ThenG=S@C.NowG=pG@G,.HenceS=pS@S, 
and C=pC@C,. If  aES and h,(a)=O, then a=ps,+s,, s,ES, 
sa E S, and sa # 0. Then for each s E C, 
a + x = ps, + s2 + PC, + c2 = P(sl + 4 -1 (s2 + 4. 
Now sa + ca f  0 and belongs to G, . Clearly h9(sZ + ca) = 0. This implies 
that h,(a + x) = 0. 
Conversely, let G have the stated properties. Let S = Gal, where 01 is an 
endomorphism of G. By Theorem 1, S is pure in G and hence S/S, is divisible. 
Let R be an S-high subgroup with the given properties. Since S, is elemen- 
tary, to each a E St , there is a prime p such that h,(a) = 0. Then the neigh- 
bourhood a + pG of a will not intersect R due to the given conditions on R. 
Thus S, n (a), = 0. This implies that (z) n K = 0. Since S/S, is divisible, 
S, is dense in S and so S 6 (z). Then S n w = 0. By the maximality of R, 
R = 2. Thus R is closed, and in particular, is pure. Then {S, R} is pure in 6. 
But (S, R} meets every non-zero subgroup of G. Hence we get that 
G = {S, R} = S @ R. This proves the assertion. 
Remark. The above theorem can be reformulated as follows: “A reduced 
group G will have (P) if and only if Gt is elementary, G/G, is divisible and 
every endomorphic image is maximally disjoint from a pure subgroup of G”. 
7. GROUPS WITH REGULAR ENDOMORPHISM RINGS 
Problem 50 of Fuchs [I] asks for the characterisation of all groups G for 
which the full endomorphism ring b(G) is regular. The following theorem 
says that all these groups form a subclass of the class of groups with (P). 
THEOREM 4. Let H be any group.’ Then 8(H) is regular if and onb if the 
image and the kernel of every endomorphism of H are direct summands of H. 
Proof. Let the image and the kernel of every endomorphism 01 of H be 
summands of H. Let S = HOL and K = kernel 01. Let H = K @ C. Then 
S = Ha = Cm. Since C n K = 0, a ] C is (1 - 1). Let B be the inverse of 
011 C. Then 0 is an isomorphism from S to C and since S is a summand of H, 
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B can be extended to an endomorphism ,Y of H. Then it is easy to verify that 
q% = 01, i.e., b(H) is regular. 
Conversely, let b(H) b e regular. Let S = Ha. Let p E d(H) such that 
wJ& = ol; that is, for each h E H, h@x = hoi. This implies that ,% i S is the 
identity mapping. In other words, /!I(Y. is a projection from H to S and hence S 
is a summand of H. Thus H has the property (P). 
I f  we take 01 to be the multiplication by a prime p, then p& = p, that is for 
each h E H, piz = p*(ha). This implies that h has no element of order ~9. 
Hence H has no subgroup of the type C(p’“). Since p is arbitrary, it follows 
that the divisible part of H is torsion-free. That is, H = D (3 G, D torsion- 
free divisible and G reduced. Now G also has (P). Hence 6, is elementary 
and G/G, is divisible. I f  D + 0, we assert that G must be torsion. Otherwise, 
we can find a nonzero homomorphism 0 of G into D and 0 can be extended to 
an endomorphism 01 of H by defining GOI = GB and Dal = 0. Corresponding 
to this ct, we cannot find a fi such that $3~ = a. For, if there is one such fii 
denoting Gal by D, we obtain D = Gal = G&X = (@j 01 where B/l C D, 
since D is fully invariant. But then ij = (i@+ C DCY = 0; i.e., D = O-a 
contradiction. Hence, if D # 0, G must be torsion and so is elementary. 
Thus we get two possibilities: 
(i) N = D @ E, where D is torsion-free divisible and E is elementary; 
(iij H is reduced, H, elementary, H/H, divisible and G(H) is regular. 
In case (i), one can easily verify that the kernel of every endomorph&m 
is a direct summand. 
Consider case (ii). Let S = HCX and K = kernel 01. Let /3 be such that 
Q@X = ~1. Let R = S/?. Since /&x is identity on S, u ( R is (1 - 1) and Ra: = S. 
This means that R n K = 0. Let L r> R and be K-high. Then La = S and 
since L .Q K = 0, L is isomorphic to S. Now every endomorphic image of A 
is a summand and hence L is also a summand of H. Since S is reduced, K 
is closed in H under the n-adic topology and so is pure in H. Then K 05, 
is pure in H. Already we have that K @L is essential in H. Mence 
H = K @L. The proof is complete. 
From the above proof, we deduce the following: 
COROLLARY 1. Let H be not reduced. Then b(H) is Pegular ;f  and only if H 
F a direct sum of a torsion-free divisible group and an elementary group. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is the additive group of a regular ring R, then b(G) 
need not be regular. 
I f  we take G = D @H, where D is the additive group of real numbers 
and II = C&, E, (with P being the set of all primes and E, cyclic of order p)> 
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clearly, then, D s II/Z, where 2 is the torsion part of l7. Defining fields on 
D and Ep , we can easily see that G is the additive group of a regular ring R. 
By Corollary 1, it follows that b(G) cannot be regular. 
Note added in proof. (1) The conjecture at the end of Section 5 is false. 
R. S. Pierce has constructed a counterexample. 
(2) A. Mader has pointed out that B. Charles (see “Proceedings of the 
Colloquium on Abelian Groups,” Budapest, 1964) has constructed an 
example simpler than the one on Section 4. 
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